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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro Dr Robert Dunlop…..Focus of presentation: Faced with the challenges of improving care, reducing costs and transforming services, Robert Dunlop, Clinical Director of Elsevier Clinical Solutions, argues that GPs and commissioners need the 1.) knowledge, 2.) time and 3.) support that active clinical decision support tools can give them (to deliver personalised care across the spectrum of primary care delivery).
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Not all Clinical Decision Support is Equal

Level 1
Information Support

Clinical user must navigate text-based  
information & ascertain what is relevant

Level 2
Action Rules

Clinical user supported by electronic data validation, 
clinical alerts & reminders 

Level 3
Computer-Interpretable Guidelines (CIGs)

Clinical content customised to individual patients or  clinical 
trial subjects.  A.K.A.  Integrated care pathways

Passive 
Decision 
Support

Active 
Decision 
Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinical decision support takes many forms and Elsevier has been in the business of CDS since the very first publication, level 1 cds is you basic flat or passive content in books journals and web pages, in terms of the EHR is access to electronic pages that provide monographs and guidelines – basically ClinicalKey. What is a pathway - Other examples in the competitive landscape of Arezzo include Map of Medicine who have a presence in several of the English speaking countries of the globe. Level 1 decision support being passive requires the user to go and enquire which means that in the middle of the night when you are feeling at you lowest and least alert accessing support can save a life of a patient… inversly of course if you dont access that content because you forgot then potentially life saving decisions could be missed.The next level of decision support is in the simple rules engine approach – where electronic information is validated against know information, this is most easily understood in terms of allergies and drugs, it is not sensible to give certain non steriodal anti-inflamtories to patients who are being treated Warfarin – so systems that alert the user to a possible interaction, or reminds a user to complete an action fall into this level of  decision support.The advantages of level 2 decision support is alerting users, the disadvantages of level 2 is that they are not highly personalised for the user, and alert fatigue causes problems where people start to ignore the alerts and do what they think rather than what is required. Missing alerts can be significant.So the level 3 attempts to address many of the weaknesses of the other systems. Particularly around the personalisation of decision support.
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http://www.bestpractice.net.nz/news_art_childhoodAsthma_nov2010.php 
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Neurology (Ranta A, Dovey S, Weatherall M, O'Dea D, Gommans J, Tilyard M. Neurology. 2015 Apr 14;84(15):1545-51
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Active Clinical Decision Support in Early Cancer  Diagnosis
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Thank you!

Impacting care delivery at every stage in the patient’s journey
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLxAaEJNjMc 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Primary care is at a precipice, and without change it may well become unsustainable in its current form. That change can come about with Arezzo Pathways – technology thatenables clinically-driven, evidence-based care to support a GP with multiple demands to fulfil.The future of the NHS depends on a cast of players bringing the best they can to deliver personalised yet affordable care for populations that have multiple and complex needs. GPs take the leading role, and without the benefit of active clinical decision support in their hands, it won’t just be the lines that may be missed; the whole NHS curtain might yet come down.
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